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Letter to the Reader
Warnick Bluff Stabilization EIA Project Team
Environmental Impact Assessment - ESCI 436
Huxley College of the Environment
Western Washington University
Bellingham, WA
March 5, 2009
Local Government & Private Interests
Whatcom County, Washington
To Whom May Be Interested:
This Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) was compiled and developed for academic
purposes by students in Huxley College of the Environment’s ESCI 436 at Western Washington
University. ESCI 436-EIA is a course intended to model the official Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) process. The contents of this report include studies and analysis by our team,
and official documents, figures, and maps that existed previous to our involvement.
The State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires an EIS if a proposal receives a
determination of significance (DS). The Washington State Department of Transportation
(WSDOT) issued an official determination of non-significance (DNS) for the Warnick Bluff
Stabilization Project. While this is officially considered a DNS, our team preceded as if it was a
DS.
The work being done at Warnick Bluff is a continuation of the emergency mitigation measures
following the major flood event in November 2006. Construction is slated to begin on the upriver
portion of Warnick Bluff during the summer of 2009. This EIA addresses the work that was
completed during the emergency mitigation measures and the work being done to complete the
mitigation project for all of Warnick Bluff. The work will primarily focus on the upriver portion
of Warnick Bluff to duplicate the same type of work completed downriver. This EIA puts
primary focus on the upriver portion of Warnick Bluff.
Sincerely,
Warnick Bluff Stabilization EIA Project Team
Ben Gardner
Kelly Slattery
Chelsey Emerick
Maria DeBari
Jon Loewus-Deitch
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Fact Sheet
Project Name
State Route 542: Warnick Bluff Stabilization; WSDOT-Identified Chronic Environmental
Deficiencies Mitigation to Protect Infrastructure & Reduce Potential Environmental Damage

Project Description
This project proposes to construct stream bed and stream bank stabilization within the North
Fork of the Nooksack River channel and flood plain in order to prevent or reduce erosion. To
address the slope failure at Warnick Bluff, the project proposes to construct two different types
of structures. Both structures incorporate large woody debris, boulders, cables, and clamps. The
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the eroding stream bank and allow sediment to build up along the bank. The second are 15 rockballasted engineered log jams within the river to slow the transport energy of the water near the
bluff.
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The project is located along SR 542 between milepost 29.87 and 30.80 and below the Ordinary
High Water Mark of the North Fork of the Nooksack River between river miles 53.5 and 55.0.
The geographic description of the project location includes Section 2, Township 39 North, Range
6 East, and Sections 34 and 35, Township 40 North, Range 6 East.

Proposer
⋅ Washington State Department of Transportation – Northwest Region
⋅ Federal Highway Administration

Lead Agency
Leo R. Bodensteiner, Associate Professor, Department of Environmental Science,
ESCI 436 – Environmental Impact Assessment,
Huxley College of the Environment,
Western Washington University

Permits and Other Project Requirements
Section 106 Cultural Resource “No Effect” Concurrence, WADAHP
WA Department of Archaeology Historic Preservation under the National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA) requires that the sites cultural resources be assessed to minimize or
avoid impacts to them.
Temporary Erosion/Sediment Control Plan (TESC); WSDOT – (COMPLETE)
Requirement for projects to adopt best management practices for control of erosion that is the
result of construction activity.
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Site Maps & Pictures

FIGURE 1: Warnick Bluff Stabilization Project Area – Map created by Kelly Slattery
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FIGURE 2: Project Action Areas – Map created by Kelly Slattery
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Executive Summary
The beginning sections of this EIA give an overview of the project location. SR 542, Mt. Baker
Highway runs parallel to the NF Nooksack River near the top of Warnick Bluff. Chronic
repetitive erosion has been a problem that is exacerbated by severe flood events throughout the
past decade. The Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) estimates that the
bank has eroded at a rate of approximately five feet per year since 1994. At the site of the
proposed project, the SR 542 currently lies fifteen feet away from the edge of the bluff. The
highway could potentially be washed into the river within three years. This site has been
designated under the WSDOT Chronic Environmental Deficiencies Mitigation program to
protect infrastructure and reduce potential environmental damage.
Emergency actions have been taken in the past during severe flood events. The last major flood
events was in November 2006. A small section of the road was realigned fifteen feet away from
the river and thirty tethered log structures were installed along the base of the bluff downstream
from the proposed project site.
The proposed action involves installing an additional thirty-one tethered log structures as well as
fifteen ballasted engineered log jams along the base of Warnick Bluff. These structures would
act as a buffer against river flow, thus preventing erosion, increasing fish habitat, and several
other benefits.
The alternative action is to reroute SR 542 away from the river bank. This calls for the
construction of 1.4 miles of new highway, including two new bridges. The current section of the
highway would be removed, and the area would be planted with native vegetation to encourage
bank/bluff stabilization. The no action alternative would require no changes to be made at the
site.
Following the section on considered actions, we discussed impacted elements of the
environment. The soil composition of the project site is considered to be highly erodible. This
erosion has considerable impacts on the hydrology of the NF Nooksack River. Several species
have suitable habitat at or near the project site and are listed as endangered or threatened, most
notably spotted owls and marbled murrelets.
SR 542 is a rural route. The built environment around the site has little development. The biggest
issue surrounding the built environment is noise emitted from the helicopter being used to
transport the logs. This noise surpasses the noise threshold level for marbled murrelets and
spotted owls. Mitigation measures have been put in place to ensure the least possible impact is
made to the surrounding environment. Traffic on the highway may be minimally affected, but
since construction takes place primarily next to the river channel, there will be no serious delays.
We have selected the proposed action for this EIA as the preferred action. The work being done
has benefits that vastly outweigh the costs. The proposed action has little effect on the
environment. Rerouting the road would be costly, time consuming, and detrimental to native
flora and fauna in the area, and would not enhance fish habitat.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Project Objectives
The Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) is responsible for maintaining
the state’s transportation services. The transportation route, State Route (SR) 542, is a popular
highway used to access the communities east of Bellingham and recreationalist. WSDOT’s
intention for this project is to correct the unstable conditions of Warnick Bluff caused by
flooding events and the natural hydrology of the North Fork (NF) of the Nooksack River. This
project will result in a decrease of flow rate and an increase in sedimentation of the river bank,
therefore increasing protection of the bank from erosion, flood events, and the creation of fish
habitat.
As a long-term solution for mitigating environmental hazards to the road, this project is part of
the WSDOT’s Chronic Environmental Deficiency program. This program identifies highways
that have experienced recent, frequent, and chronic maintenance, such as SR 542, and creates a
solution that will reduce repetitive road repairs. The solution for this section of highway will
reduce or eliminate the amount of road closures from flood events and maintenance. In addition,
it will alleviate traffic congestion, support fish spawning habitat, and reduce the unnatural river
flow rates caused by other projects and housing developments upriver.

1.2 Site History
Years of flooding along NF Nooksack River have caused repetitive bluff and roadway
disruptions to Mt. Baker Highway. Frequent high water events in the North Fork have eroded the
bluff near the highway, eroding the slope, and destabilizing the road. The highway is located on
a vertical, 80 foot high river bank, between the towns of Maple Falls and Glacier, Washington.
Prior to disturbances within the river, a more natural river channel flowed. The number and size
of both vegetated channel islands and accumulation of large woody debris (LWD) has been
highly reduced compared to historic conditions. This section of the river has been subjected to
high-flow events and heavy flow of debris released upstream of Warnick Bridge. Severe channel
and floodplain constriction from Warnick Bridge, and the confluence of Canyon Creek and the
NF Nooksack River, lead to the failure of Warnick Bluff.
In November of 2006, a major flood event occurred, causing mass failure along Warnick Bluff.
A section approximately 30 feet wide and 300 feet in length washed away leaving the bank 1015 feet from Mt. Baker Highway. The primary cause of the failure was due to hydraulic erosion
at the base of the bluff. Localized, high water table along the upper bluff, and freezing and
thawing of the soils are also contributors.
Emergency action was taken and Mt. Baker Highway was realigned 15 feet away from the slope
to improve public safety. A new culvert was installed to address additional storm water capacity,
and an existing culvert was extended to alleviate slope saturation. Also, 30 tethered log
8

structures were put in place at the base of the bluff to protect it from erosion, deflect the flow
away from the bluff, and increase sedimentation.

1.3 Proposed & Alternative Actions
1.3.1 Proposed Action
The NF Nooksack River runs parallel to Mt. Baker Highway. Issues with excess erosion have
been identified in certain areas. The WSDOT has proposed to mitigate the erosion conditions
between mileposts 29.87 and 30.80 (river miles 53.5 to 55.0) along the steep banks of Warnick
Bluff. This project is a part of the WSDOT’s Chronic Environmental Deficiency program.
Thirty-one tethered log structures and fifteen ballasted engineered log jams will be introduced
into the NF Nooksack River to direct river flow away from the bluff, promote accumulation of
sediment, and enhance fish habitat. Below in Figure 3 you will find a map of the proposed action
plan.

FIGURE 3: Map of proposed action plan. On the downriver portion, to the left, the map
indicates the previous work done to install tethered logs and ELJs, including the access roads.
On the upriver portion, to the right, the map indicates the proposed actions to install tethered logs
and ELJs, including the access road. – WSDOT 2008 Biological Assessment Map.
The additional tethered log structures will be installed at the base of the bluff at milepost 30.4
and will serve the purpose of deflecting stream flow away from the bank and allow for the
accumulation of sediments. The rock-ballasted engineered log jams (ELJ) will be installed in the
river to reduce the force of the water hitting the bank. A picture of previous ELJs can be seen
below in Figure 4. The log structures will be secured to large boulders in the river to prevent
them from shifting positions. Both structures will be composed of LWDs, cables, and clamps.
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FIGURE 4: Engineered log jam constructed upstream of the project area in the North Fork –
WSDOT 2008 Biological Assessment Photo.
The two different structures will be installed below the Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM) of
the NF Nooksack River. When the river is at or below the OHWM, the structure functions to
diffuse water flow away from the bank. When the river is at high flow, the structures will create
a pool of calmer water that reduces erosion immensely, as indicated in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5: Tethered logs at high flow installed during the flood event in November 2006 –
WSDOT 2008 Biological Assessment Photo.

1.3.2 Alternative 1 –Reroute SR 542
Alternative 1, as seen below in Figure 6, would consist of rerouting SR 542 away from Warnick
Bluff. SR 542 follows Warnick Bluff for approximately one mile, which would then be rerouted
10

north and east around an existing housing development. The existing road would be extracted to
eliminate the impermeable surface. Native vegetation would then be planted along Warnick
Bluff and where the existing road presently runs. Cooperation would be required between
property owners and the WSDOT to find a suitable alternative route for the road to be paved
around the existing housing development.
The WSDOT estimates that the cost of building one mile of new, rural two-lane road in
mountainous terrain to be about $2.3 million (WSDOT, 2005). The proposed reroute of the
highway would be approximately 1.4 miles, thus costing about $3.22 million. In addition, this
cost is only a baseline estimate for use during the planning stage. It does not include
environmental mitigation, project-specific issues, or soil and site conditions.
A reroute would also require the construction of two bridges, as seen in Figure 6, as two
rectangular boxes in red. The first would cross Canyon Creek behind the housing development
Glacier Springs, and the second would cross the NF Nooksack River. Estimates of the cost for
building a bridge fall between $160 – $280 per square foot (SCDOT, 2008) The bridge crossing
over Canyon Creek would be approximately 1500 square feet (50 feet long by 30 feet wide), and
the second bridge over the NF Nooksack would be approximately 3,000 square feet (100 feet
long by 30 feet wide). The cost for the Canyon Creek Bridge would fall between $240,000 and
$420,000 and the cost of the NF Nooksack River Bridge would fall between $480,000 and
$840,000. These cost estimates are for the bridge only and do not include bridge removal,
approach slabs, slope paving, or retaining walls. Funds required to rebuild the road would be
considerably larger than installing log jams, and the process would take longer than the proposed
action.
Concise planning for the bridge location would be necessary since flooding is a significant issue
in the area. Both Canyon Creek and the NF Nooksack River have sizeable floodplains in the
designated bridge areas. Both bodies of water also show signs of erosion near their banks along
this area. Clearing of vegetation to install the road would be substantial, and replanting would
not be feasible since a wide corridor would be necessary for the road. The removal of the
existing road would require the use of noisy machinery, which would extend the construction
period for exposure to the spotted owl and marbled murrelet at levels exceeding normal
background noise.
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FIGURE 6: Map of potential reroute location (in red and two rectangular bridges in red) for the
Warnick Bluff portion of SR 542 – Created by Ben Gardner.

1.3.3 Alternative 2 – No Action
Alternative 2 would require no action to be taken, allowing the current condition to continue at
the present state. WSDOT does not advocate this alternative, as chronic eroding will eventually
create dangerous conditions for traffic on Mt. Baker Highway, and continue the current
environmental degrading conditions. The WSDOT estimates that the bank of Warnick Bluff is
eroding at a rate of approximately five feet per year. If no action is taken, Mt. Baker Highway
may wash into the NF Nooksack River in approximately three years. The WSDOT recognizes
that measures need to be taken to deal with the erosion in this area. If no action is taken, fish
habitats will continue to decline, driver safety will be compromised, road integrity reduced, and
repetitive road disruptions will continue.

1.4 Preferred Action
As a result of this environmental impact assessment, it is determined that the proposed action by
the WSDOT is less likely to cause environmental damage, and positively increases the present
environmental conditions. The proposed WSDOT project will positively do the following:
• Reduce or eliminate erosion
• Increase driver safety
• Increase road integrity
• Increase fish habitat
12

•
•

Increase native vegetation, therefore increasing natural slope stability
Create preventative measures providing long-term cost savings

It only provides for a direct removal and reroute of the road from the existing bluff failure. The
environmental benefits of the proposed action drastically outweigh the alternative action. The
alternative was devised to provide an additional consideration in the environmental impact
assessment, and legitimized the WSDOT’s proposed action.

2.0 Elements of the Environment
This section analyzes significant impacts of the proposed action, the alternative action, and the
no action alternative. It also discusses reasonable mitigation measures that would significantly
mitigate these impacts. Elements of the environment that are not significantly affected will not
be discussed. The principal features of the environment that will be affected, or created by the
proposed and alternative actions will be discussed briefly (WAC 197-11-440, 2003). In the
WAC, it states “to simplify the EIA format, reduce paperwork and duplication, improve
readability, and focus on the significant issues,” so some of the elements of the environment
have been combined (WAC 197-11-444, 2003).

2.1 Natural Environment
The following elements have been combined:
• Geology and Topography
• Soils and Erosion/Enlargement of Land Area
• Air quality, Odor, and Climate

2.1.1 Earth
2.1.1.1 Geology & Topography
Existing Environment
The site is located in the foothills of the Cascade Range along the NF Nooksack River. The NF
Nooksack River valley lies southeast of the project area. High hills ranging from 850 – 3,000 feet
surround the site, and nearby Canyon Creek enters into the NF Nooksack east of the action site
(Terrain Navigator Pro, 2008). Warnick Bluff reaches heights of 80 feet above the river valley
and extends in length for approximately one mile (WSDOT Bio Ass, 2008). Slopes in the project
area are significantly steep, ranging from 40-45 percent to 80-90 percent while the river itself is
flat with lower gradients of 0-2 percent (WB SEPA Checklist, 2008).
Bedrock, glacial outwash, ancient landslide debris deposits, alluvial fans and alluvial sediments
are the five prominent types of geologic units in the NF Nooksack area. Pre-tertiary volcanic and
metamorphic, and tertiary marine and terrigenous sedimentary materials constitute the bedrock
of this area (NFN Corridor Analysis, 2001). This bedrock forms a portion of the Chuckanut
13

Formation which formed during the Eocene epoch (Tabor et al. 2003). The portion of the NF
Nooksack within the project site flows through younger alluvium which has been deposited over
time. It consists of cobble gravel to pebbly sand and is highly erodible. Below in Figure 7, the
picture shows Warnick Bluff and the type of soil and conditions that exist.
The geomorphology for this stretch of river is influenced by the presence of tethered logs
approximately one half mile down the river and the Canyon Creek dike further upstream. These
play important hydrological roles in influencing the deposition, sedimentation and erosion of this
section of the NF Nooksack River. The river flow can have serious impacts upon the structure of
the river bank and the channels tendency to migrate. For example, during a major flood in
November 2006, a large portion of Warnick Bluff was destabilized and subsequently destroyed,
leading to emergency action taken by the WSDOT.

FIGURE 7: Warnick Bluff; illustrates the degree of slope steepness on some sections of the NF
Nooksack River bank near the action site – Picture taken at the downriver section of the bluff.

2.1.1.2 Soils & Erosion/Enlargement of Land Area (Accretion)
Existing Environment
Many of the soils in this area are loamy types consisting of sand, clay and silt. Riverwash is a
low gradient soil, deposited river sediment. This type of soil makes up river islands and sections
of the shoreline. The permeability of this soil is very high and water capacity is low. Also,
channeling and deposition of this soil is a common occurrence. It consists of very gravelly sand
with stratified underlying layers that contain extremely gravelly coarse sand. This soil may also
include Pilchuck, Snoqualmie and Xerorthents soils which possess similar characteristics (Soil
Survey, 1992). Snoqualmie gravelly loamy sand runs very deep and is a well drained soil. Trees
and shrubs are the main native vegetation types. Loamy sand, sandy loam or sand makes up this
soil type. Permeability is also high and water erosion is a serious hazard from channeling and
14

flooding. Another type of soil present in small parts of the action site is Barneston gravelly loam
that is originally an admixture of volcanic ash and loess over glacial outwash. Permeability is
moderately high to very high and the hazard of erosion is minor. See Appendix 3.3.1 for a map
of soil contents in and around the project site.
Loose soils along the river shoreline are prone to saturation, and erosion is a regular occurrence.
Erosion increases in areas of the NF Nooksack that are fast flowing, while areas of slower river
velocity tend to collect sediment. Road use is limited because of the characteristics of soil types
in the project site. Steep slopes and loose soils in this area contribute to soil instability and
erosion, which are some of the greatest hazards to the geology of the project area and roads, as
loose soils along the river shoreline are prone to saturation and erosion. Annual flooding has also
been a force causing major soil erosion of the river bank (Easterbrook, 1973). Other factors that
have lead to the current conditions are the Canyon Creek dike upstream, deforestation of the
adjacent forested lands, and nearby housing developments.

2.1.1.3 Potential Impacts, Mitigation Measures, & Proposed & Alternative Actions
Potential Impacts
Heavy machinery can overload slopes with unstable soils adjacent to the river causing debris
flow landslides. Therefore, slope grading will be necessary to reduce the slope of the shoreline
for heavy equipment to reach the river assembling site. Graded slopes will not exceed the current
slope steepness. Two access roads will be put into place which will remain as permanent roads to
allow future maintenance to the site, see Figure 8. Use of vehicles on these roads and use below
the Ordinary High River Mark (OHRM) can lead to soil compaction. The sediments above the
OHRM tends to experience compaction when construction vehicles, logs, and large rocks are
placed upon them, and, as a result, the growth of vegetation can be limited and soil particles may
be displaced.
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FIGURE 8: Top picture indicates the road required for downriver access; bottom picture
indicates the road required for upriver access – WSDOT 2008 Biological Assessment Drawings.
Another potential impact is soil erosion from the removal of trees to allow machinery to gain
access to the site area. Grading will be necessary to reduce the slope of the shoreline for heavy
equipment to reach the project site. In addition, the project requires that assembly of the
engineered log jams (ELJs) take place within the river which will temporarily disturb sediment
increasing turbidity of the river. Suspended solids may potentially adversely affect aquatic
species such as plants, macro-invertebrates, and fish.
Mitigation Measures
Lost sediments in the river would be replaced naturally. However, to reduce the amount that is
displaced helicopters will be used to deliver tethered logs and log-jam structures to the proposed
location. Also, a Temporary Erosion/Sediment Control Plan, issued by the WSDOT, requires that
erosion control measures be taken to stabilize slopes and re-grade access roads. Best
Management Practices (BMP) must be used to limit erosion and sedimentation of the river.
Under the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), no fill will be allowed in the river
streambed to support the excavator crossing route. This route has been spatially defined and
equipment is to stay within the designated route. The USFWS has been given the authority to
monitor erosion control activities such as BMPs and other measures that minimize impacts
(NMFS Bio-Ops, 2008). These measures include installing silt fences and straw bale barriers,
geo-textile fabric used as a mat to protect slopes during construction, and hydro-seeding.
BMPs such as silt fencing and straw bale barriers are used to intercept storm water run-off and
trap disturbed sediments. Fencing should not be used on slopes greater than 25% and straw bale
barriers on slopes greater than 10%, when the slope distance exceeds 50 feet (Erosion Control
Handbook, 2004). Natural vegetation will be planted on access roads following completion of
the project to limit any changes to slopes of the river bank. However, this re-vegetation is not
required to take place until March 10, 2010, seven months after completion of the project.
Vegetation is intended to be cut back when access is needed for maintenance (WSDOT Bio Ass,
2008). Another mitigation measure to reduce erosion is scheduling construction for the summer
months when weather conditions are dryer and the flow rates are lower.
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Proposed and Alternative Action
Proposed Action
The purpose of this project is to reduce the bank erosion that is threatening SR 542. LWDs in
the form of tethered logs and ballasted ELJs are permanent structures that will be placed along
the shore of the river and will retain and increase soil deposition in the areas where buildup of
sediment is needed. These structures block river flow and drive water away from the river bank,
actively reducing erosion of the bluff. The hydrology of the river affects channelization, and it is
expected that the resulting ELJs will shift sedimentation and passively divert water in ways that
reduce river velocity (WSDOT Bio Assess, 2008).
Alternative 1 – Reroute SR 542
The first alternative is to reposition SR 542 to a location where it is out of the erosion hazard
zone identified by the WSDOT (GeoEngineers, 2005). The current rates of erosion at the action
site are not naturally occurring, which has lead to chronic issues with the hydrology and erosion
rates of the site. Therefore, moving the road will not reduce these rates to what they originally
were. Erosion will continue to affect the bank of Warnick Bluff. Also, Canyon Creek would need
to be assessed to discover if it poses a threat to the repositioned highway.
Repositioning the road north of the housing development may temporarily create severe soil
erosion along the new route. Soils at the new road site consist of Chuckanut loam and Barneston
gravelly loam as alluvial deposits (Soil Survey, 1992). Rate of run-off on Chuckanut soils is
moderate and the hazard of erosion is also moderate, but these may be exacerbated by logging.
Sections of the proposed road run along the foothills where slopes range from 15 to 60 percent.
Use of heavy machinery can disturb soils causing erosion and soil compaction and the
construction of the road may accelerate the occurrence of landslides. Removing material from
this type of soil and filling it can cause slumping when sediment is wet. However, if the road is
built during dry, summer months, then these hazards will not be as severe. This new section of
road may be subject to debris flow landslides once it is completed, as this area can receive major
storms with high amounts of precipitation (Spellerberg, 2002). The surrounding area has been
logged in the past so the amount of run-off and erosion may be increased because of less
vegetation coverage (Forman et al, 2003). As a result of landslide hazards, this segment of SR
542 may require future road repairs. Part of this project’s objectives is to reduce the amount of
necessary road repairs by WSDOT. Mitigation measures will be needed if erosion inhibits the
construction of the road and bridges. In addition, storm water run-off will not likely affect
sediment close to the edge of Warnick Bluff because of planted vegetation buffers and the
removal of the old impervious road surface.
Alternative 2 – No Action
If no action is taken the force of the river will continue to erode the river bank, removing
necessary sediment that supports the highway. According to the SEPA Checklist provided by
WSDOT, Warnick Bluff has been eroding at a rate of five feet per year since 1994 (SEPA
Checklist, 2008).
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2.1.2 Air
2.1.2.1 Air Quality, Odor, & Climate
Existing Environment
The climate in this region is generally mild and wet. However, dates for the construction phase
are during summer months when weather conditions are dryer. The action site is located within
an attainment area that has met all criteria air pollutant standards identified in the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards under the Clean Air Act (CAA) (GeoEngineers, 2005). SR 542 is
somewhat remote and can experience heavy traffic, adding air pollutants to the atmosphere.
There are not many residences inhabiting the area near the project site. The nearest residence is
located approximately 1,000 feet from the vicinity of the project site based on aerial photography
maps (Terrain Navigator Pro, 2008). The nearest air quality monitoring station is located
approximately 25 miles from the project site in Bellingham, WA. This site lists air quality as
good during the months of June and July (DOE Air Quality, 2008).

2.1.2.2 Potential Impacts, Mitigation Measures, & Proposed & Alternative Actions
Potential Impacts
Air quality may be significantly deteriorated from the use of heavy construction equipment as
well as a helicopter and road crew traffic, but these conditions will be temporary. This equipment
emits particulate matter (PM), a precursor to photochemical smog, and contributes to breathing
problems and the development of lung cancer (Zhou & Levy, 2007). Also, soils will be drier
during summer months and there is a potential for an increase in the amount of dust disturbance
by construction equipment.
Mitigation Measures
The proposed action is exempt from meeting air quality conformity requirements because of its
location in an attainment area (SEPA Checklist, 2008). Construction procedures will follow
WAC 173-400 General Regulations for Air Pollution Sources. The equipment used for this
project is identified as mobile sources under Title II of the CAA. The CAA lists emission and
fuel standards for motor vehicles and aircraft emission standards (Title II - CAA, EPA, 1990).
Proposed and Alternative Action
Proposed Action
Heavy construction equipment will be used such as dump trucks, excavators, bull dozers and a
helicopter to complete construction. The proposed action cannot be completed without this
equipment.
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Alternative 1 – Reroute SR 542
The affects on air quality would be similar to those of the proposed action, but repositioning SR
542 will require more use of heavy equipment than the proposed action, potentially releasing
larger amounts of dust and vehicle emissions from demolition and construction activity. A
helicopter may not be needed as construction would only take place on land. The repositioning of
the road will require pavers and trucks for fill and asphalt material. In addition, excavators and
road removal equipment will be needed for removing the old section of the highway. All of these
machines contribute to air pollution, but again these conditions would be temporary.
Alternative 2 – No Action
There would be no adverse effects to air quality if the proposed action did not take place.
However, if another slope failure occurs, then soil particles may be released into the atmosphere.

2.1.3 Water
The NF Nooksack River originates on the glacial slopes of Mount Shuksan, passing north of
Mount Baker, and flows for approximately 75 miles to Bellingham Bay. The North Fork flows
parallel to Mount Baker Highway, for most of its course. The North Fork receives many
tributaries, such as Canyon, McDonald, Wildcat, Boulder, and Hendrick Creeks. Channel pattern
in the river was historically anastomosing, with multiple channels, sloughs, and forested islands
(Collins and Sheikh 2004). The NF Nooksack River is currently characterized as showing a
frequently shifting braided pattern.

2.1.3.1 Surface Water Movement / Quantity / Quality
Existing Environment
Fine sediment load is a combination of bed load transport from upstream glacial inputs and
sediment delivery from tributaries. Stream temperatures in the action area are determined by
inputs of cold glacial runoff and shading provided by local riparian vegetation. Chemical
contaminants and nutrients have not been quantified for the planned action area.

2.1.3.2 Runoff / Absorption
Water quality will be monitored during construction in accordance with Washington State Water
Quality laws. Therefore, the limits of the action area for sediment and turbidity during
construction will be determined by the extent of the mixing zone 300 feet downstream of the
project (WAC 173-201A-400, 2003).

2.1.3.3 Floods
This area is characterized as having significant precipitation events, which increases the chance
of landslides in this area. Such landslide processes produce sediment-laden debris floods that
significantly affect stream morphology and fish habitat (WRIA 1 SRB, 2005).
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2.1.3.4 Public Water Supplies
The project vicinity lies within the boundaries of Water Resource Inventory Area (WRIA) 01 for
the NF Nooksack River Basin. The Watershed Management Project for WRIA 1 was established
by members of the initiating parties and government entities: Lummi Nation, Nooksack Tribe,
City of Bellingham, Public Utility District No. 1 of Whatcom County, and Whatcom County
(USGS, 2009).

2.1.3.5 Potential Impacts, Mitigation Measures, & Proposed & Alternative Actions
Potential Impacts
The stream channel of the NF Nooksack River is unstable and frequently changes locations. At
the project site the river is actively eroding the banks younger alluvial and glacial material (both
of which are highly erodible), while the left bank is composed primarily of older alluvium
(Dragovich et al, 1997). Significant precipitation and numerous landslide events often lead to
road drainage structure failure resulting in increased landslide activity throughout the Nooksack
basin.
Mitigation Measures
Implementing BMPs will help temporarily reduce erosion and sediment runoff and protect water
quality.
Proposed BMPs may include, but not limited to (WSDOT Bio Ass, 2008):
• Stabilizing construction areas
• Silt fencing
• Straw bale barriers
• Geo-textile fabric to stabilize the access road during construction
• Slope stabilization following construction by re-grading and vegetation planting
Project construction will incorporate a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC)
plan to prevent and clean up any chemical spills and contamination throughout construction
activity in and around the river.
Preventative measures to avoid and minimize spilling of hazardous materials include (WSDOT
Bio Ass, 2008):
• All machinery to be checked for leaks prior to construction
• The use of biodegradable hydraulic fluid in the Kolbelco excavator
• Fueling of the equipment will take place at least 100 feet from streams and rivers
• A generator may be either mounted on top of the excavator to avoid contact with the
water, or operated in an approved containment basin to avoid and minimize spilling
petroleum products
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Proposed and Alternative Action
Proposed Action
The proposed action may temporarily degrade water quality below the environmental baseline
for sediment within the work area. Driving construction equipment across the NF Nooksack
River channel will increase turbidity and suspended fine sediment around the project area and
downstream. Water quality will be monitored during construction to be in accordance with
Washington State Water Quality laws. The project projections conclude the long-term water
quality parameters will be comparable to pre-construction levels. Installing stable LWD
structures will help develop and restore pool frequency in the NF Nooksack River project area.
The proposed action will not change inputs of glacial runoff into the NF Nooksack River around
the action area and will therefore maintain temperature below the criterion throughout the
watershed. Project work will be completed during the low flow period and construction routes
will be planned to minimize machine contact with the water.
Water turbidity will be monitored downstream during sediment-generating activities, such as the
use of construction vehicles and placement of structures along the bank and in the river. Below,
Figure 9 illustrates turbidity data collected downstream from past projects near other Washington
state rivers, including distance from construction site and quantity in nephelolometric turbidity
units (NTU). Figure 9 helps to judge the potential effects of these activities on the river near
Warnick Bluff.

FIGURE 9: Water quality monitoring by WDFW showing distance downstream and the turbidity
levels observed from past projects – USFWS Bio Opinion 2008.
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Alternative 1 – Reroute SR 542
Relocating the road and building two bridges over the water way may have a negative impact on
the NF Nooksack River watershed. Sediment runoff, chemical contaminants, and nutrients may
be a factor; though using best management practices will reduce their effects during project
construction. Long-term water quality parameters may be improved due to relocating traffic
pollutants away from the river.
Alternative 2 – No Action
Erosion of the bluff will continue to supplement the sediment load with increased amounts if
mitigation measures do not take place. This may cause turbidity amounts to exceed state water
quality standards.

2.1.4 Plants & Animals
2.1.4.1 Habitat for & Numbers or Diversity of Species of Plants
Existing Environment
The NF Nooksack River lies within the western hemlock vegetation zone. Western red cedar
(Thuja plicata), Western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), grand fir (Abies grandsi), and Douglas
fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) are typical species found within this zone. The coniferous trees
dominate the vegetation, but are intermixed with deciduous trees as well; red alder, big leaf
maple, and black cottonwood can also be found here. The understory species include vine maple,
salmonberry (Rubus spectabili), thimbleberry, red huckleberry, Indian plum (Oemleria
cerasiformis), Scouler willow, sword fern (Polystichum munitum), and bracken fern (Pteridium
aquilinun). This area supports a community of non-native understory species as well such as reed
canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea) and Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus). (WSDOT
Bio Ass, 2008).

2.1.4.2 Unique Species of Animals
Five Pacific salmon species are present in the NF Nooksack River: Chinook (Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha), coho (O. kisutch), sockeye (O. nerka), pink (O. gorbuscha), and chum (O. keta.).
Cutthroat trout (O. clarki), steelhead and resident rainbow trout (O. mykiss), and bull trout
(Salvelinus confluentus) are also found in the North Fork and in the tributary streams in the area
(WSR 2003). All of the above are salmonid species that are either exclusively anadromous or
non-anadromous fish, such as resident rainbow trout, bull trout, and cutthroat trout. Tributaries
of the NF Nooksack River offer spawning grounds and habitat for juvenile and adult salmonid
fish species.
The following is a comprehensive list of other existing unique species known to the project area:
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Gray wolf (Canis lupis)
The gray wolf was first listed as an endangered species in the lower 48 states on March 11,
1967 by the USFWS. The WDFW recorded a sighting of two adults in 1992, 1.2 miles
north of the project site and another sighting of one adult in 1990, some miles east of the
project site. Gray Wolves entertain a stationary phase in the spring and summer when they
are in their dens. In the fall and winter, they enter a nomadic phase where they cover long
distances at night, hunting on river corridors. SR 542 is fairly noisy and in general gray
wolves avoid it for that reason.
Grizzly bear (Ursus arctos)
The grizzly bear was classified as a Threatened species by the USFWS on July 28, 1975,
and is considered endangered in Washington State. The proposed project vicinity includes
suitable grizzly bear foraging habitat. Bears avoid habitat within 3 kilometers of
developments, within 2 kilometers of roads in summer, and up to 4 kilometers of roads in
winter (Mattson et al, 1987).
Spotted owl (Strix occidentalis caurina)
The northern spotted owl was listed as a Threatened species by USFWS on June 26, 1990.
There are characterized suitable nesting sites around the area of the proposed action site,
though the northern spotted owls have not been documented within the proposed project
area.
Marbled murrelet (Brachyramphus marmoratus)
The marbled murrelet was classified as a Threatened species on October 1, 1992 by the
USFWS. The action area has not been surveyed to determine the current presence of the
marbled murrelet. Past survey information shows suitable habitat in the action area is
located to the south of the NF Nooksack River corridor.
Puget Sound Evolutionary Significant Unit (ESU) Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha)
Puget Sound ESU Chinook salmon were listed as a Threatened species by the NMFS on
March 24, 1999. NMFS recently published a final rule designating critical habitat for
Chinook salmon on September 2, 2005 (Federal Register, 2005a). The NF Nooksack River
is included on a published list for streams included in the critical habitat designation.
Puget Sound Distinct Population Segment (DPS) Steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss)
Puget Sound DPS Steelhead was listed as a Threatened species in the Puget Sound on May
11, 2007 (Federal Register, 2007). The NMFS has not yet published designated critical
habitat for the Puget Sound DPS Steelhead.
Puget Sound/Coastal DPS bull trout (Salvelinus confluentus)
The Puget Sound/Coastal bull trout DPS was listed as threatened on November 1, 1999
(Federal Register 1999). The NF Nooksack River is not included in the critical habitat,
though Canyon Creek tributary is designated as critical habitat.
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2.1.4.3 Fish & Wildlife Migration Routes
Final critical habitat designations for Chinook salmon include the main fork of the NF Nooksack
River (Federal Register, 2005b). Non-anadromous fish species display patterns of movement
within a given watershed (Gresswell and Hendricks, 2007). The three Primary Constituent
Elements (PCEs) that apply to the project action area include freshwater spawning sites,
freshwater rearing areas, and freshwater migration corridors in the NF Nooksack River. See
Appendix 3.3.4 for a graph of the migration run times for fish in the area.

2.1.4.4 Potential Impacts, Mitigation Measures, & Proposed & Alternative Actions
Potential Impacts
The project site does not possess any threatened or endangered plant species. In order to execute
the project, 0.9 acres of understory species will have to be cleared, including two trees, to make
way for the access road.
For terrestrial mammal and bird species, the proposed project and the alternatives pose no
significant effects. SR 542 is a well-used highway and most animals have adapted or relocated
due to the noise and activity. Therefore, other resident terrestrial species that may be present will
not likely be displaced or disturbed due to the proposed construction activities.
Mitigation Measures
Upon completion of the project, the cleared area will be replanted with native vegetation, as
illustrated below in Figure 10. Approximately 0.18 acres will be replanted with native vegetation
that can endure pruning (WSDOT Bio Ass, 2008). This will allow for monitoring of the
completed project, as well as access for future site maintenance.
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FIGURE 10: Top picture indicates replanting for the access road downriver; bottom picture
indicates replanting for the access road upriver – WSDOT 2008 Biological Assessment Drawings.
Proposed and Alternative Action
Proposed Action
The installation of the ballasted log jams will have no lasting effect on vegetation besides the
area mentioned above that will be subject to pruning if necessary.
Proposed project construction will take place in the stationary phase for gray wolves. Therefore,
resident gray wolves are not expected to be present at the construction site during the day or at
night. Grizzly bears will not be present in the action area at the time of construction. Helicopter
noise may exceed ambient levels and therefore affect the local spotted owls and marbled
murrelet populations within the project parameters and suitable nesting areas. Juvenile northern
spotted owls will be capable of flying during the proposed construction dates, and will be able to
relocate away from the disturbed area.
Conservation measures have been included in the project to avoid and minimize short term
impacts to species located within critical habitat. Channel widening and shallowing as a result of
excess sedimentation can exacerbate the effects of low flows on salmonids in the North Fork
(WSDOT Bio Ass, 2008). Direct adverse effects may hinder individual Chinook salmon, but is
unlikely to have a negative impact on freshwater spawning sites and migration corridors.
Chinook salmon will benefit the most from the stabilization of the NF Nooksack River by
reducing the chance of redd failure due to erosion hazard and enhanced habitat area. Steelhead
and bull trout will also benefit from the proposed stabilization action due to the resulting increase
in habitat diversity and safe habitat for adults and juveniles. Figure 11 illustrates fish habitats
near the project site.
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FIGURE 11: Shows Chinook, steelhead, and redd distribution in specific habitat areas –
WSDOT 2008 Biological Assessment Drawings.
Alternative 1 – Reroute SR 542
Moving SR 542 to a new location would disrupt the plant community more severely than the
proposed action. Acres of land would have to be cleared in order to make room for the
construction of a new road. Redirecting SR 542 will result in an increase in habitat loss for
salmonid species due to continued bank erosion. Terrestrial fauna species may be affected by the
clearing of the forest where the road would be built, and from the increase in sound by
construction equipment. However, natural plant vegetation will be planted along the bluff above
the river bank.
Alternative 2 – No Action
If no action were taken, the 0.9 acres of understory species would not have to be cleared to make
way for the access road and be left in its current state. Over the long term, flooding has the
potential to further erode the stream bank, which can lead to the destruction of plant habitat. Not
addressing the erosion near the project area will result in an increase in habitat loss for salmonid
species.
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2.2 Built Environment
SR 542 is a rural route and does not have much of a built environment. There are public utilities
and other aspects that are being taken into account.

2.2.1 Environmental Health
2.2.1.1 Noise
Existing Environment
The only present source of noise in the area is traffic on SR 542. The noise level is only
moderate and fluctuates with peak travelling times.

2.2.1.2 Potential Impacts, Mitigation Measures, & Proposed & Alternative Actions
Potential Impacts
Construction may elevate the noise level temporarily during daytime hours while the log
structures are being installed. This may include, but not limited to, noise from excavators,
helicopters, and other construction machinery. The action area was identified as being up to 2.0
miles from the site (Lohn, D.R., 2008). This includes areas where noise levels are expected to
exceed normal background noise. This estimation errs on the side of caution. Marbled murrelets
and spotted owls are listed species that may be found in the area. The USFWS has established 92
decibels (dBA) as the maximum noise level to not pose a threat to marbled murrelets and spotted
owls (WSDOT Bio Ass, 2008). The chosen model of helicopter for this project, a Boeing Vertol
107, has been found to emit 113 dBA up to a distance of 50 feet (WSDOT Bio Ass, 2008). This
means that noise levels have the potential to surpass the 92 dBA limit up to a distance of 600
feet.
Mitigation Measures
Flight paths of helicopters have been preset and will be restricted to two hours after sunrise and
two hours after sunset. This time slot will allow for minimal impact on spotted owls and marbled
murrelets. The area of construction varies from 450 feet to 900 feet wide. Considering the
reaches of noise levels above the set limit emitted by the helicopter, the area of overlap between
exceeding noise levels and habitat should be less than a 600 foot radius, and as low as 100 feet
high (WSDOT Bio Ass, 2008). Noise levels will return to their prior state following
construction, and the resulting structures will have no further effects on noise levels.
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Proposed and Alternative Action
Proposed Action
The installation of ballasted log jams will create some disturbance during the construction
process from helicopters and other machinery. After the construction is complete, there will be
no further noise effects from the project to the area.
Alternative 1 – Reroute SR 542
Moving SR 542 will potentially create more noise-related problems in the area. It will be a
lengthier process, and the removal of the existing road may involve noise levels that cause
problems for native fauna. The construction of the proposed segment of SR 542 may have less of
an impact on noise in the riparian area, but the removal of the current route of SR 542 would
create noise issues affecting the riparian zone.
Alternative 2 – No Action
If no action were taken, there would be no issue for any animal species, including marbled
murrelets or spotted owls, due to noise levels during construction.

2.2.2 Land & Shoreline Use
2.2.2.1 Aesthetics
Existing Environment
The site slated for construction is made up mostly of river sediment. Some native vegetation
grows on the river bank. In the distance lie Mt. Baker and other mountains. In the immediate
vicinity are rolling foothills. The NF Nooksack River flows in braided channels through its
floodplain, and SR 542 sits atop the bluff that is slowly eroding into the river.

2.2.2.2 Recreation
Existing Environment
The allocated construction area is not a designated recreation site; however, people are free to
explore the river bank as they please. Rafting is allowed on the section of the river proposed for
construction. Fishing is allowed too, as long as it is in seasonal compliance with the WDFW.

2.2.2.3 Potential Impacts, Mitigation Measures, & Proposed & Alternative Actions
Potential Impacts
For aesthetics, the project will change the nature of the riverbank. A portion of the bluff will be
cut in order to fill areas below (WSDOT Bio Ass, 2008). This process will eliminate any
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vegetation that currently exists in these areas (mostly shrubbery), but natural vegetation will be
planted on any disturbed sediments. There is the possibility, in the long run, the river may shift
slightly away from the ELJs due to sediment build up. This project will not dramatically affect
visual value of the area.
For recreation, construction may hinder the ability of individuals to explore the river bank freely
due to operating machinery. The access roads built for this project may provide easier access for
recreationalists to the river.
Mitigation Measures
Any trees cut down on the bank will be saved for possible incorporation into the log structures.
The ELJs will rest unobtrusively in the overflow section of the river. These structures will only
be visible to persons on the riverbank, not to passing cars or pedestrians on SR 542. Measures
will be taken to ensure the construction process will be least intrusive as possible.
Restrictions on recreation will be temporary. The resulting structures will have no effect on
current recreation types. There will be few log jams in the river, but these may alter the course
for river rafters. Otherwise, recreation aspects will return to their pre-construction state.
Proposed and Alternative Action
Proposed Action
The installation of ballasted log jams will have minimal impacts on land and shoreline use. These
impacts will occur mostly during the construction process and disappear upon completion.
Alternative 1 – Reroute SR 542
Rerouting SR 542 would have no large effect on recreation, but aesthetical value would be
altered. Building a new road and destroying the existing one would shift scenery. Instead of
viewing the mountains and foothills along the river, the proposed route would travel mostly
through trees and closer to homes.
Alternative 2 – No Action
Recreation and aesthetics would not be altered by the no action alternative. If no action is taken,
there is potential for erosion to cause greater problems. Erosion may eventually lead to
destruction of the roadway, which would hinder people from enjoying recreational activities in
the area.

2.2.3 Transportation
2.2.3.1 Transportation Systems
Existing Environment
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The nearest public transportation ends 4 miles west of the project site in Kendall, WA. During
the time of construction, no organized public transportation systems will pass the project site.

2.2.3.2 Vehicular Traffic
Existing Environment
SR 542 is a two-lane highway. The access roads to the construction site are off the south side of
the highway. SR 542 is the only access road to Mt. Baker Ski Area and the Mt. BakerSnoqualmie National Forest. Summer months bring higher traffic volume to SR 542 for activities
such as sightseeing and hiking on the vast trail networks.

2.2.3.3 Waterborne Traffic
Existing Environment
Floating the NF Nooksack River is permitted as long as there is no motor involved. River Riders,
Incorporated run guided river tours within the area of construction during June, July, and August
(River Rider, 2009). Cooperation between the WSDOT and River Riders, Incorporated should
prevent any potential problems.

2.2.3.4 Traffic Hazards
Existing Environment
SR 542 is a narrow and windy road, especially near the designated site of construction. Frequent
rain and ice can make the pavement slippery. Other traffic hazards include accidents, landslides,
washouts, and inclement weather.

2.2.2.5 Potential Impacts, Mitigation Measures, & Proposed & Alternative Actions
Potential Impacts
Road traffic may have to be detoured by WSDOT during construction, but the time required for
this detour will be minimal. Foreseeable alterations would involve temporary hold ups in order
for excavators and other construction machinery to enter and exit the area of construction via the
access road. The project will not influence traffic in any way after it is completed.
Construction should not protrude far (if at all) into the river, and most likely will not affect rafts
running the course of the river.
There are always potential hazards involved in construction. Log structure material will need to
be trucked in by large vehicles along SR 542. Also, a helicopter will be travelling in between the
construction site and the staging area one mile down the road at Boulder Creek.
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Mitigation Measures
The WSDOT will use flaggers if necessary to direct the flow of traffic when large vehicles are
entering or exiting the access road. Cooperation between the WSDOT and River Riders,
Incorporated should prevent any anticipated problems.
WSDOT will be responsible for taking safety measures to ensure that the construction process
runs smoothly and is as least disruptive as possible. Drivers should be cautious of vehicles
entering and exiting the highway in the specified areas. They should also be wary of dirt and
gravel on the roadway.
Proposed and Alternative Action
Proposed Action
The proposed action will have minimal effects, if any, on transportation. There is potential that
small problems will arise as a part of the construction process, but proper planning on behalf of
the WSDOT should eliminate any unforeseeable circumstances.
Alternative 1 – Reroute SR 542
Moving SR 542 would create more traffic-related issues. Road traffic would have to be regulated
and diverted to construct the new road, followed by removal of the current section of SR 542.
Alternative 2 – No Action
There will be no traffic flow issues if no action is taken. Road traffic flow may be impeded if the
bluff is eroded to the point of road failure.

2.2.4 Public Services & Utilities
2.2.4.1 Emergency Services, Utilities, & Other Governmental Services
Existing Environment
A power lines route runs parallel to the river near the site of construction. Public services such as
postal service and emergency vehicles use the highway to gain access to the rural communities
of Glacier Springs and Glacier, WA.

2.2.2.5 Potential Impacts, Mitigation Measures, & Proposed & Alternative Actions
Potential Impacts
Machinery should be able to maneuver around the power line poles, along the access roads, to
get to the site. Power lines are far enough back that there will be no issues with the helicopter
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coming into contact with lines. Other public services, such as the postal service and emergency
vehicles will not be affected by the construction other than potential road delays.
Mitigation Measures
No extra mitigation measures need to be taken regarding public services and utilities.
Proposed and Alternative Action
Proposed Action
The proposed action has no effect on public services and utilities. WSDOT is responsible for
ensuring that no problems will prevent public services and utilities from reaching the area due to
any road hazards.
Alternative 1 – Reroute SR 542
Re-routing will cause similar effects as the proposed action. Power lines may have to be
relocated, which may involve shutting off power for a short period of time.
Alternative 2 – No Action
Taking no action would have no short term effects on public services and utilities. However, if
nothing is done to prevent the road from eroding into the NF Nooksack River, public services
infrastructure may need to be adjusted.
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3.0 Appendix
3.1 Appendix A – List of Acronyms & Abbreviations
BMP
CAA
DAHP
dBA
DNR
DNS
DPS
DS
EIA
EIS
ELJ
EPA
ESCI
ESU
HPA
NF
NHPA
NMFS
OHWM
PCE
PM
RCW
SEPA
SPCC
SR
TESC
USFWS
WAC
WDFW
WRIA
WSDOT

Best Management Practices
Clean Air Act
Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation
A-weighted decibels
Department of Natural Resources
Determination of Non-Significance
Distinct Population Segment
Determination of Significance
Environmental Impact Assessment
Environmental Impact Statement
Engineered Log Jam
Environmental Protection Agency
Environmental Science
Evolutionary Significant Unit
Hydraulic Project Approval
North Fork
National Historic Preservation Act
National Marine Fisheries Service
Ordinary High Water Mark
Primary Constituent Elements
Particulate Matter
Revised Code of Washington
State Environmental Policy Act
Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures
State Route
Temporary Erosion Sediment Control
United States Fish and Wildlife Service
Washington Administrative Code
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
Water Resource Inventory Area
Washington State Department of Transportation
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3.2 Appendix B – Glossary of Technical Terms
Aesthetics – The philosophy and perception of beauty.
Alluvium – Soil, clay, silt, or gravel deposited by rivers or other running water.
Anadromous – Species that live their adult lives in the ocean but move into freshwater streams
to reproduce or spawn.
Anastomosing – The branching and rejoining of channels of a river to form a netlike pattern.
Anthropogenic – Human-induced or resulting from human activities.
Chronic Environmental Deficiencies – According to the Washington State Department of
Transportation, these are the areas along the state's highway system that receive repetitive
maintenance and emergency repairs.
Coniferous Forest – Cone-bearing trees commonly referred to as 'Evergreen' trees.
dBa – A weighted decibel. A measurement of sound pressure level commonly used for
measuring environmental noise and industrial noise.
Deposition – The accretion of sediments through a reduction in river velocity or increased
resistance of particles.
Determination of Non-Significance – A decision by the projects lead agency that the proposed
action is not likely to have a significant impact on the environment.
Determination of Significance – A decision by the lead agency that the proposed action will
cause significant impacts to the environment requiring an Environmental Impact Statement be
conducted.
Distinct Population Segment – A subgroup of a vertebrate species that is treated as a species for
purposes of listing under the Endangered Species Act. It is required that the subgroup is
separated from the remainder of the species.
Ecosystem – A system formed by the relationships between all living organisms and their
surrounding environments.
Endangered Species Act – A 1973 act of congress that mandated endangered and threatened
species of fish, wildlife, and plants be protected and restored.
Erosion – The mechanical process of wearing of the land surface by natural or anthropogenic
forces.
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Evolutionary Significant Unit – A population of organisms that are considered distinct for the
purposes of conservation.
Fauna – All animal life characterized within an area or period.
Flora – Characteristic by all plant life of a particular area or period.
Gradient – A graded change in a unit of measure.
Large Woody Debris – Solid objects carried by moving water. Accumulation of this debris
enhances fish habitat and influences stream hydrology.
Loam – A soil composed of sand, silt, and clay in relatively even distribution
Loess – Commonly silt-sized soil particles transported and deposited by wind erosion.
Ordinary High Water Mark – A biological vegetation mark which represents a visual
distinction upon the soil of beds and banks of rivers and streams.
Particulate Matter – A major criteria air pollutant and a common vehicle emission, it
contributes to smog and can increase the development of lung cancer in humans.
Primary Constituent Element – A physical or biological feature of critical habitat that is
essential to the conservation of a species.
Redd – A depression in the gravel created by the upstroke of a female salmon’s tail in the gravel
bottom of the river. This is where the female deposits her eggs.
Riparian zone – The ecological transition between aquatic river or stream environments to
terrestrial land areas.
Salmonid – Ray-finned fishes including salmon, trout, chars, freshwater whitefishes, and
graylings.
Sedimentation – The accumulation of fine particulates, sediment, or gravel.
Tributary – A stream or river which flows into a larger mainstream river.
Turbidity – The cloudiness of water caused by floating solid particles. The standard unit of
measurement for this parameter is nephelolometric turbidity units (NTU).
Water Quality – Physical, biological and chemical characteristics of a water system in relation
to a set of predefined parameter limits.
Watershed – The region of land in which all water drains into a particular river or large body of
water.
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3.3 Appendix C – Figures, Tables, & Pictures
3.3.1 Map – Project Site Soils
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3.3.2 Table – Flora Species List
Flora Species List
Common Name

Scientific Name
Dominant Tree Species

Big Leaf Maple

Acer macrophyllum

Black cottonwood

Populus balsamifera

Douglas fir

Pseudotsuga menziesii

Grand fir

Abies grandsi

Red alder

Alnus rubra

Western hemlock

Tsuga heterophylla

Western red cedar
Bracken fern
Indian plum
Salmonberry
Sword fern
Thimbleberry

Thuja plicata
Understory Species
Pteridium aquilinun
Oemleria cerasiformis
Rubus spectabilis
Polystichum munitum
Rubus parvifloris

Scouler willow

Salix scouleriana

Vine maple

Acer circinatum

Thimbleberry

Rubus parviflorus

Red huckleberry

Vaccinium parvifolium
Non-Native Understory Species

Reed canary grass

Phalaris arundinacea

Himalayan blackberry

Rubus armeniacus
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3.3.3 Table – Fauna Species List
Fauna Species List
Common Name

Scientific Name
Salmonid Species

Bull trout

Salvelinus confluentus

Chinook

Oncorhynchus tshawytscha

Chum

Oncorhynchus keta

Coho

Oncorhynchus kisutch

Cutthroat

Oncorhynchus clarki

Pink

Oncorhynchus gorbuscha

Rainbow trout (resident)

Oncorhynchus mykiss

Sockeye

Oncorhynchus nerka

Steelhead trout

Oncorhynchus mykiss
Terrestrial Species

Gray wolf

Canis lupis

Grizzly bear

Ursus arctos

Marbled murrelet

Brachyamphus marmoratus

Spotted owl

Strix occidentalis
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3.3.4 Graph – Species Life History Phases & Run Timing
General life history phases and run timing for listed species that may occur in the action area
of North Fork Nooksack – Adapted from Anchor Environmental 2003, WDFW 2003, 1998,
1992 and WDF 1979.
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